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We examine seismic anisotropy of the Andean subduction zone and NE South
America, through shear-wave splitting measurements, in order to characterize mantle flow
beneath the subducted Mazca Plate. The shear-wave splitting parameters (fast polarization
direction @ and delay time 6t between the two Split shear waves) from two data sets are
discussed: splitting from the SKS phases recorded at Andean stations, and S waves
originating in the descending slab and recorded at other stations at teleseismic distances.
This latter data set primarily samples the region directly below the slab. The SM§ data,
however, also sample layers above the slab: part of the descending slab itself, the mantle
wedge and the subcontinental mantle below the station. It appears as though the dominant
contribution, however, is coming from below the slab. The splitting delay times for
upgoing S waves from events in the descending slab, which sample these same layers are
much too small to account for the SKS splitting parameters.
@ and 6t provide constraints on the direction of mantle flow and thickness of the
flowing layer respectively. Based on reasonably well established relationships between
splitting parameters and deformatin characteristics, and assuming that below the Nazca plate
there is an asthenospheric shear flow parallel to the absolute plate motion direciton (MM)
of the Nazca plate, then we would expect a roughly EW direction for @ for nearly al of the
West Coast of South America. Instead, we find that about half of the available data yield
values of @ that are locally parallel to the trench. The other half are more nearly trenchnormal, most of which are localized in two bands at 14"s and 24"s. The delay times 6t Vary
from about 0.7s (for SKS) to more than 3.0s for the direct § phases. These large values for
§ are found between latitudes of 15"sand 25"S and constitute the largest S delay times
recorded globally thus far.
We propose the following mode1 for Our data. We interpret the trench-parallel values
of @ as a manifestation of significant trench-parallel flow beneath the Mazca plate with the
flowing region having a thickness of order 100 km. We suggest the flow is adirect result of
the retrograde motion of the Nazca slab due to compression-driven slab retreat, and
represents the transfer of mantle material from the Pacific to the Atlantic basins. The two
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zones sf treneh-normal values of Q, are coincident with tws changes in slab dip: frsm
'normal' subduction beneath the Altiplans to 'Rat' subduction bsth nsrth and south. ' W C
suggest thatthe trench-normal valuesof Cp represent eithera modulation in the treneh parallel
flow, or possibly flow asssciated with an actual breack in the
slab. Finally, we cornsider the
possibility that the existenceof Caribbean and Seotia arcs,as wdl as theAltiplans are direct
sr indirect mamifestationsof the trench parallelf l ~ ~ .

